NOW WHAT SHOULD WE DO WITH THEM?: ARTISTS' BOOKS IN THE CURRICULUM
Editor's note: This article is a revised version of a paper given at the Artists'
Books Symposium held at Connecticut College in New London Conn. in the
Spring of 2002.
TEACHING HAS BECOME A CENTRAL part of the job of nearly every academic librarian. Nowhere is this more true than in liberal arts colleges and other institutions where undergraduates are the primary focus. Whether or not librarians are able to offer courses for credit, we do a great deal of instruc tion at the reference desk, in group instruction sessions, and in oneonone appointments. Although much of this teaching focuses on using online resources, a substantial portion is aimed at making sure that students understand that not everything is available on the Internet, nor will it ever be. We teach students how to locate and evaluate sources of all kinds, in all formats. Special collections librarians have a particular mission and responsibility to teach the history of the book; to look at books, manu scripts, and archives as artifacts; to expose students to ways of under standing primary sources that take into account more than just their texts.
Why is the book as artifact so important today, when everchanging technology drives so much of our lives? The rise of electronic resources, of disembodied texts, makes the understanding of the book as both a text and an object with its own particular history of special impor tance. Many electronic texts (or paper reprints, for that matter) share a RBM:MAM ournalMofMRareMBooks,MManuscripts,MandMCulturalMHeritage flat, historical quality that encourages the reader to consider them as timeless entities. For a full understanding and appreciation of the text, it is crucial to step back and look at more than just the text itself, to set it in its context. The physical book is indeed thriving, much to the surprise of many scholars and librarians who thought that the prolif eration of electronic resources would sound the book's death knell.
Central to the mission of special collections departments in undergradu ate institutions is the goal of encouraging students-and faculty-to make use of the rich resources we hold for a wide variety of disciplines and avenues of inquiry. Special collections can be intimidating, with the need for heightened security and careful handling to protect scarce, valuable, and fragile materials. Then there are the necessary restrictions on circulation outside the department, the prohibition against pens, the signin sheet, the required stowing away of personal possessions before entering the reading room. It is critical to demystify and revitalize special collections so that students will understand why it takes a little extra effort to use these materials and that the effort is well worth it. Librarians must dispel the idea that special collections is a museum of the book, where whispering is necessary and gloves are de rigueur. Without these extra efforts, special collections is at constant risk of being marginalized.
When special collections becomes devalued, there is a ripple effect of compromise in the curriculum and in research at all levels.
Artists' books can be central to realizing the goal of promoting the impor tance of special collections to the undergraduate experience. Most artists' books invite the reader to touch, to interact with the book, to read it and figure it out. Many students find artists' books immediately captivating and more accessible than some of the traditional rare books in the collec tion. Artists' books can help make special collections less stuffy, which is all to the good. Some students are surprised to learn that not everything we collect is old or in Latin. Fine and private press books, particularly Now What Should We Do With Them? those with outstanding illustrations or nontraditional approaches to the text, also can help to draw students in to the collection. Of course, the lines between artists' books, fine press books, and private press books are often fuzzy, and I have not attempted to make clear, strict distinctions among them as they are used in the undergraduate curriculum.
How can artists' books be integrated into the teaching mission of the library?
Artists' books offer an easy and valuable match of interests for art and art history students. A greater challenge that can be equally rewarding, however, lies in exposing students in other fields to these unfamiliar materials. This endeavor does not necessarily require an extensive collection of artists' books. as expressions of autobiography. These students were exposed to texts they might not otherwise encounter, presented in creative and unusual formats.
In some cases, the structure of artists' books is the key focus for the curricular experience. At Harvey Mudd, one of the Claremont Colleges,
Professor Jeffrey Groves teaches a humanities class called The Book in
Western Culture to engineering and science students. The class divides into four groups, and each group chooses one of four books to study, write about, and eventually prepare a Web site. The science and engi neering students particularly love Julie Chen's beautifully engineered book structures. At Mills, Janice Braun mounted an exhibit showcasing artists' books with unconventional structures. She related the structure to the content, rather than taking the more traditional approach of concentrating on technique, typography, theme, or illustrations.
Artists' books often force the reader to think about the very act of reading and how it is influenced by a variety of factors beyond the text itself. At
Wesleyan, an assignment for a section of The Study of Literature, the English Department's introduction to literary analysis, offered an inten sive focus on how a text is altered by the circumstances of its publication.
Students in this course examined individual poems in collections of poetry broadsides. In looking at the broadsides, the students studied not only the texts of the poems, but also layout, paper, type, illustrations (when applicable), and relationships among the broadsides in the collec tion. These aspects of the poem in broadside format were contrasted with the look and feel of the same poem in the NortonA nthologyAofAPoetry and the influence of the editorial voice that is so prevalent in the introductory biographical notes, ordering, and selection of the anthology.
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In an exhibition on teaching using special collections and archives, Stephanie
Kuduk, the professor with whom I collaborated, wrote about the project: In Jennings' own words, this poem was an attempt to "give a dynamic quality to a static event." The rhetoric of the poem certainly is instrumental in communicating this idea, but, in addition, as I considered this statement, I realized that so was the broadside format. This poem is all about making a special event out of a seemingly ordinary one, and the beautiful form of the broadside does the exact same thing to the poem itself.
The broadside format thus makes this poem seem special and distinct in many ways, all of which enhance its meaning and effect on the reader. The poetry broadside assignment is a model for collaboration between a faculty member and a librarian, a model for actually using materials in special collections rather than simply viewing them in a museum-like setting. It also is a successful way to bring artists' books and fine press materials out of their natural habitat, the art program, and into the rest of the curriculum. 
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This unusual technique inspired one of the students to cook and dissect some of her own Polaroid photos at home for use in her project.
Inspiring and nurturing new book artists is one of the best things a librarian can do with an artists' book collection. At Claremont, studio art students make books from found objects using fairly unsophisti cated methods. The artists' book collection is a real inspiration for these students. As Judy HarveySahak wrote to me: "Someone wise once said, 'Students are terrific because they don't know what they can't do.' The books they make may be somewhat crude from the standpoint of technical expertise, but conceptually they can be quite amazing. groups of artists' books for their senior theses, and I was asked to serve as an outside critic for both projects. Watching student book artists grow and seeing their work evolve is very exciting. As we build our artists' book collections in primarily undergraduate institutions, we must focus on what will speak to our students, in all disciplines, present and future, and on how these materials will support the curriculum.
